Engaging in education policy work?

Preparing for your next conference presentation?

Thinking about an idea for a paper, dissertation, or article manuscript?

Join CEPA for an Informal “Noodling” Session!

On November 17th, CEPA welcomes faculty and students to an informal, interactive set of small group discussions to explore your latest innovative thinking. Bring an idea that you are considering expanding into your next project, whether it’s a new research study, a manuscript, a dissertation...even if you aren’t sure where it might go. We will set you up in conversations to talk about why this idea has you excited, what you think this idea can add to education policy, and what has you stumped about developing it further. Share your thinking and get great feedback from colleagues before sending your work out to the world!

**November 17, 2015**

**1 pm to 3 pm**

**Gentry 142**

We will have snacks and beverages to fuel your thinking & sharing!

Why not bring a friend to help “noodle” on an issue, argument, or data findings?